Box Number 1

Folder 1, Bibliographies for Pre-Columbian and Hispanic Art in the Americas
Folder 2, Class Lectures and Notes on "Some Random Class", 1947-55
Folder 3, Class Lectures on the History of Art, 1948
Folder 4, Combined Bibliography for Classes of "The Renaissance in Italy" and "The Renaissance in North Europe"
Folder 5, Correspondence Letters Between R.A. and "Cinemacrafters" - a monthly journal, 1930
Folder 6, Correspondence Letters Between R.A. and Harry Kidd, 1940
Folder 7, Correspondence Letters Between R.A. and his brother Royce, 1942-63
Folder 8, Correspondence Letters from an Unknown "B", 1943-44
Folder 9, Correspondence Letters from Family, 1943-44
Folder 10, Dissertation to fulfill Doctor of Philosophy Degree on "Tun-Huang: The Rise of the Kansu Port in the T'ang Dynasty", 1942
Folder 11, Essay on "Ancient Pottery in the American Southwest"
Folder 12, Essay on "The Clown and Certain Indian Ceremonies"
Folder 13, Essay on "Cultural Directions in China Throughout the Sui Dynasty"
Folder 14, Essay on "History of the Mogul Dynasty" by Alice Soltysiak (student), 1962

Box Number 2

Folder 15, Essay on "Islamic Art - Fatimid Dynasty"
Folder 16, Essay on "Mediations in Early Roman Spirit" by Donald J. Miloscia (student)
Folder 17, Essay on "Palenque" by Michael Byron (student)
Folder 18, Essay on "The Relation of Central Asian Buddhism to Art"
Folder 19, Essay on "The Rise of Religious Communities"
Folder 20, Essay on "Salvador Dali" by Nancy Davis (student)
Folder 21, Essay on "Style in Mexican Architecture" - rough draft, 1965
Folder 22, Essay on "Style in Mexican Architecture" - final draft, 1965
Folder 23, Examination Questions from Art Classes, 1947-59

Box Number 3

Folder 24, Lecture on "Style in Mexican Architecture" - copy #1, 1962
Folder 25, Lecture on "Style in Mexican Architecture" - copy #2, 1962
Folder 26, Newspaper Clippings on Airplanes
Folder 27, Notes on Kuan-Yao and Yiieh-Yao by Frederick R. Matson, Jr. (student), 1936
Folder 28, Personal File
Folder 29, Poems
Folder 30, Published Copy of "Style in Mexican Architecture", 1965
Folder 31, Research for 1942 Dissertation
Folder 32, Thesis for Master of Arts Degree on "A Survey of Prehistoric Southwestern Architecture", 1936